amps
when used within their design intensions. Manufacturers will
continue to strive unsuccessfully to make a speaker as sweet
as the original. I have toyed with the thought of manufacturing my own speaker to prove that we have lost ground in the
manufacturing intent of the sound we have come to love. Until
then I will continue apply these principals to reconing for
customers who have a tone quest. TQ
www.speakerrepairfortwayne.com, 260-426-8742

BC Audio Amplifier No.9
“I build amps for people who appreciate things that aren’t
meant to be something for everyone, but everything to someone.” – Bruce Clement
This is our third
experience reviewing Bruce Clement’s
amps, and if you like
to rock, you can’t
do better than BC
Audio, period. We
love Clement’s amps
– all of them, from
the utterly portable
Amplifier No. 7 and 8
to the bigger amps reviewed here. Perhaps the most impressive reference we can make is Nashville guitarist and session
veteran Kenny Greenberg’s reliance on an Amplifier No. 7 on
his work with Sheryl Crow, Grace Potter and the Nocturnals,
Toby Keith, Luke Bryan, Chris Young, Deirks Bently, Ashley
Cleveland, Bob Seger, Trisha Yearwood, Lionel Richie, Kenny
Chesney and many more. We have been to Greenbrg’s house,
and we have seen his stash of vintage amps… If he chooses
to play a BC #7 that’s more than enough reason for you get
a clue. Oh, and let’s not forget our good friend Mark Johnson with Delta Moon… Mark recently bought a Number 7
and took it to Europe, tired of gambling on back line gear in
Spain, Italy and Germany. According to Mark, the #7 was the
best move he has ever made. Should we quit now?
If you’ve been reading TQR for any length of time, you
already know about BC Audio. If you need or just want a new
amplifier, we think you should seriously consider an amp built
by Bruce Clement. You certainly won’t have heard anything
like it, and that’s an iron-clad guarantee. We asked Bruce to
share his background, and his unique gestalt when it comes
to building amplifiers. Two new reviews follow his fascinating
comments. Enjoy…

TQR:

Let’s talk about your background... How did you
first become interested in guitar amplification?

It was that
sound!
That kerrang, that
roar. It got
into my
head at an
early age
– Jimmy
Page, Hendrix, Kossoff, Gibbons, the Allmans, Clapton, all
those guys. I was born in 1965, so all this was going full tilt
when I was a toddler. In grade school, I took up the violin,
inspired by my grandfather, Samuel Gardner. He was a
composer and violinist, and taught at Julliard for many years.
(Google his bluesy, riff-based ditty “From the
Canebrake,” 1949.)
By the time I was a pre-teen, I moved over to guitar. You
know, you can’t really take a violin down to the park and sit
under a tree and attract girls. I was pretty good at the violin,
not the girls – I won a couple of kids’ music competitions
playing solo violin. But all the while, I could hear the call of
the electric guitar. I wanted to stand on a big stage overlooking a sea of faces and hit a big fat A chord.
TQR:

How did you initially set out to learn how to
design and build guitar amplifiers? Early on, what
types of amps and specific designs attracted your
interest?

I have to credit my
dad for my early
electronics education. He helped me
build my first guitar
amp – we gutted and
re-built a hideouslooking 1950-something PA console, all
tube of course. He
also helped me build
some pedals from
Craig Anderton’s book “Electronic Projects for Musicians.”
My dad is the one who instilled in me the idea of neatness,
ending wires at right angles, keeping the layout clean.
It was tough to learn about guitar amps back then. There was
no internet and very few books on the subject. I relied a lot
on my dad’s old manuals, like the RCA Recieveing Tube
Manual. There was no ebay, no tube amp kits, and the kind of
parts commonly available today were just not accessible to
-continued-
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the consumer. I
found most
of my parts
at surplus
electronics stores
and Radio
Shack.
The types of amps that caught my interest were big tube amps,
particularly early Marshalls. But it took me a while to get
there. I remember as a teenager cranking up an old Sunn full
stack in a music store and being floored by that raw, raunchy
sound. But somehow I got lost in pedals and rack gear for
many years. I was always building stuff and experimenting,
really out of necessity – I couldn’t afford “real” equipment!
Over the years, I built several tube and hybrid rackmount
preamps, a couple solid state amps and a few pedals – mostly
for myself and occasionally for friends. I did eventually buy
commercially made tube amps – Marshall, Fender, Ampeg
and others. But I could never leave them alone. I would
always be tweaking the circuits, trying out ideas, bending the
amps to my will (maniacal laugh).
TQR.

You seem to have begun with amplifiers Number 7
and 8, now up to No.10... Please describe the inspiration for each model, the architecture and differences among each, and how they compare.

Amplifier No. 7, my first production amp, was a convergence
of several parallel paths. First, I needed gear that would give
me my sound, and for me, the best way to get there was to
build it myself. Second, I had discovered the awesome sound
of octal preamp tubes when I built a preamp with two 12AX7s
and two 6SL7s and a Blend control to mix the output of both
types. When I turned that Blend knob to the octal side, I heard
the sound of power tube breakup. The other path was my desire to build gear for a living. My background is architecture,
but I found myself always coming up with guitar gear ideas,
always tweaking and perfecting my creations. I was working
on my tube preamps when I realized I didn’t want to build just
preamps. I wanted to build amps. So I started with something
small enough to fit in the ammo can, found it to be popular,
and I’ve slowly grown the line from there.
Amplifier
No. 7, being cathode
biased and
tube rectified, has a
bit of tweed
Fender in it,
while still

sounding quite Marshally. It is a very simple design: Bright
and Normal Volumes, no tone stack, not even a Tone control
in the preamp section, only Presence. The ability to mix
Bright and Normal channels - like bridging the inputs on a
4-hole Marshall - is the key to dialing in this amp.
Amplifier No. 8 grew out of No. 7. I wanted something with
more gain, and I felt that it would need a master volume.
Now, I am all about power tube breakup, or more correctly,
whole-amp breakup. So, the idea of a master volume amp was
at first a challenge to my minimalist whole-amp sensibilities.
But I got over that hang-up, thanks in large part to the 6SL7
preamp tubes and their very power-tube-like sound. I take full
advantage of that characteristic in Amplifier No. 8. The basic
architecture of Amplifier No. 8 is very much like No. 7. The
Cathodyne phase inverter and power section carry straight
over. Amplifier No. 8’s preamp section is quite unique. Its
“Drive” circuit is something I developed, and I have not
seen anything like it in any other amp. At lower settings,
Drive products a nice, full clean tone. As you raise Drive, the
bottom end tightens up as gain increases. It never farts out
at high gain, and it’s never too thin a low gain. The Volume
control is a post-phase inverter master volume.
Amplifier No. 7 and No. 8 are both available in ammo can,
traditional head box and 1x12 combo.
After those
two amps, I
found myself wanting
to explore
ideas – and
tube types
– that just
would not fit
in that small
chassis. This meshed well with customer requests for more
stage volume and features like boosts and effects loops, and
thus began my next two designs, Amplifier No. 9 and No.10.
Amplifier No. 9 is a sort of big brother of No. 7. It is a
very simple non-master volume amp. To No. 7’s Bright and
Normal Volumes and Presence, I added Depth - which is like
Presence but for low frequencies – and Boost, which is foot
switchable and has a front panel Boost knob to set the amount
of boost.
Amplifier No. 10 is the master volume complement to No. 9.
Rather than go the typical channel switching route, I decided
to keep it as one channel, but provide two foot switchable
functions: Gain Boost and Volume Boost. And I added a very
powerful and robust effects loop, which also became an
option on Amplifier No. 9.
-continued-
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TQR:

What are the most unique features of Amplifiers
No, 9 & 10 we received for review? What really
sets them apart from your other designs?

Well, let’s start where I always start - the power section. Amplifier No. 9 has a pair of KT66s with a GZ34 rectifier. No. 10
has a pair of EL34s with solid state rectification. Going back
to my Marshall influence, when it came time to design
bigger amps with more power, I naturally gravitated toward
the old 45 and 50 watters. But don’t assume that Amplifier
No. 9 and No. 10 are plexi copies or derivatives. I put “nonclone” in BC Audio’s tag line for a reason!
I have always loved KT66s. They just kill. They have a unique
breakup that is at the same time ballsy and smooth. Building
a non-master volume amp around a pair of those babies was
something I just had to do. I also knew that a good, solid EL34based 50 watt power section would be the perfect platform for
the more feature-laden preamp section of No. 10. Unlike No. 7
and 8, these two amps are fixed bias. They have two bias pots,
one for each output tube. This enables you to really match those
“matched” pairs, or even use unmatched singles.
Amplifier No. 9 and No. 10 both use a long tailed pair phase
inverter rather than the Cathodyne of the smaller amps. The
long tailed pair is better suited to driving the more powerful
tubes in these amps. Another thing that is different about these
two is the fact that they have foot switchable boosts. Amplifier No. 10 has two boosts, Gain Boost and Volume Boost,
each with its own front panel control. Because these two
boosts are independent of each other, you have four possible
combinations of gain and volume settings under your feet,
twice as many as a typical two-channel amp.
The tone stack on Amplifier No. 10 is placed early in the preamp, right after the first gain stage, like a blackface Fender,
Trainwreck, etc. This placement lets you shape your guitar
tone before any distortion occurs. For example, if you’re going for lots of gain, you might want to take out some low end
before the distortion using Bass. Then, you can turn up Depth
to bring back the thump. Lastly, these amps have an effects
loop, standard on Amplifier No. 10 and optional on No. 9. The
loop has Send Level and Return Level controls, a True Bypass
switch, and it’s fully tube buffered and is non-inverting, so
you won’t have phase issues in a multi-amp rig.
Number 9 stays with a very simple control set, while No. 10 is
far more complex.
TQR:

What did you want to accomplish with No. 10 specifically that required so many more features and
controls?

I built Amplifier No. 10 to have everything I need for live per-

formance: a Gain Boost so I don’t need a dirt pedal, a Volume
Boost so my solos could be heard, a tone stack for flexibility
and a loop. 9 knobs is a lot for a BC Audio amp, but compared to a lot of amps out there, it’s really quite simple. I’ve
always held that the more circuitry your guitar’s signal must
pass through, the less pure it becomes. Even this amp is really
quite simple and straightforward in terms of the signal path.
Amplifier No. 10 has recently undergone a significant redesign, inspired by more modern amps like the SLO-100, Friedman and others, although in the end its nothing like any of
those. It’s still a “classic” sounding rock amp, but a bit more
modern than the rest of the line. I also improved the effects
loop, which I believe is now one of the best in the industry.
TQR:

Let’s talk briefly about the Hotfoot... What does it
do and how does it work?

The one thing you can’t do with a cranked, overdriven nonmaster volume amp is get louder for your solos. The amp is
already putting out all it can. A clean boost in front of the amp
will only give you more distortion, not more volume. With the
Hot Foot mod in your Hot Plate attenuator, you can bump up
the volume at any time using a foot switch. Engaging the Hot
Foot is like turning the Hot Plate’s attenuation knob up one
notch. Let’s say you set the Hot Plate at -8dB. When you hit
the Hot Foot footswitch, it goes up in volume to -4dB. Hit the
footswitch again and it goes back to -8dB. It works at any attenuation setting, and is the perfect amount of volume increase
for a solo. I also use it a lot for songs with one-guitar intros, or
if I break into a funk rhythm and need to be clean and loud.
TQR:

You are also offering speaker cabs now... Please
describe the basic design and your preference for
speakers...

The cabinets are made of void-free birch ply and have a
couple of unique features. I wanted the cabs to have a good
solid low end without sounding boxy or boomy, so I made
them a bit oversized. The 2x12 cab has the same footprint as
a standard Marshall 4x12, and is 2/3 the height, which means
more cubic volume per speaker. The speakers are mounted
on the baffle slightly offset from dead center alignment. This
reduces standing waves inside the cab which can cause certain
frequencies to resonate and others to cancel themselves out,
the result being that my cabs have a more even overall response. For speakers, I offer a choice of Celestions by default:
Greenback, Vintage 30 and G12H-30 Anniversary. However,
you can have any speaker you want. There are a lot of great
speakers out there today.
TQR:

What’s ahead?

I have a couple ideas that I’ve been working on. One is a 4x
-continued-
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6V6 amp. That amp will be all about the power section, with
multiple ways for the player to configure the output tubes.
I’ve developed something for this amp that I think is quite
mind-blowing, but I can’t tell you any more about it just
yet. The other idea is a channel switching 50- or 60-watter,
utilizing Amplifier No. 10’s power section, or a variation of
it. That one should be pretty exciting. In 2014 I celebrated BC
Audio’s 5-year anniversary, and I’m looking forward to many
more years of hand-made, all-tube, non-clone guitar amps.

Review
Clement’s
Number
9 is a big
45 watt
non-master
volume
amp that
runs on
eminently
toneful KT66 power tubes while retaining his love for octal
6SL7 preamp tubes and a 5AR4 rectifier. Like all his amps
it is completely built by hand with true point-to-point wiring
and premium paper bobbin layer-wound transformers. Does
this make a difference you can hear? Yes, it does. Clement’s
secret sauce are the octal preamp tubes that create a tone you
can literally feel surround you. Nothing sounds like them, and
the feel of them allows you to play fully connected to every
string, chord and solo. Five minutes with this amp and you
will be walking around the room wondering how you missed
this tone all your life. Well, ya did. Get over it. Controls
couldn’t be simpler or more intuitive – Presence, Depth,
Boost, Bright Volume and Normal Volume (mixable). What?
No tone controls? You don’t need them, just mix the two
volume levels.
$2375 with effects loop.

Europe
We’re not kidding… Mark Johnson has owner virtually every
booteek amp we have reviewed in these pages over the past 14
years. Most of them have been sold for one reason or another,
but when he got back from Italy this summer he couldn’t stop
talking about Clement’s amp. Of course, he knew what he was
getting… We had Mark here the first time we played Clement’s ammo can Number 7 – a tempting buy but we laughed
imagining the airport chaos that an amp in an ammunition
can would cause in Europe. We remember telling him at the
time, “Mark, this is the touring amp you need. It will fit in the
overhead luggage rack of any airplane, and it sounds incredibly good.” Here’s what Mark has to say about his little BC
Audio blaster…

Mark Johnson
TQR:

You played the first BC Audio amp we had here,
so you have known about them for a while. You
have owned just about every boutique amp that
has been made in the past 19 years. What finally
inspired you to buy the BC?

We were at your house and we had a vintage tremolux, a
vintage Deluxe, one of my Atomic Spae Tones and a Germino
Lead 55, and the BC Audio head. What held me back at the
time was the ammo can look didn’t appeal to me.
TQR:

No way you could have taken that amp on planes
to Europe, yet your European touring pressed the
issue, didn’t it? What were you using in Europe
before that?

For 6 or 7 years I was using backline stuff – Blues Devilles,
Blues Deluxes or Hot Rod Deluxes, and on the clean channel those amps are fine, but a lot of time they aren’t well
maintained. I used backline amps for 6-7 years. Then you get
in the middle of a tour and things aren’t sounding the way
you want. We are often flying into different countries and I
think what turned the corner for me was when I realized that
I could get a step-down transformer for the BC Audio amp
from the rental company, and he had created a new look with
the cabinet as an option to the ammo can. So I could bring my
own head, own tubes, and I would rent a speaker cabinet, and
I found a Vox 2x12 that worked perfectly.
TQR:

And what kind of venues are you playing in
Europe?

All sizes,
from small
to medium
clubs and
outdoor
festivals.
Just about
every place
we play
they are
miking the
amps, so
you need a certain amount of stage volume. I run that amp
with 6L6s and it works great. I started out with NOS tubes
and then switched to Tung Sols because they had a little more
punh and volume. Being a bottle neck player with a slightly
overdriven tone all the time it works great. I’d step on the
Klon for a more punch, I use a Demeter reverb and my favorite tremolo pedal is called a Vintage Techonology Blackface
tremolo pedal. They don’t make it anymore but I even leave it
on when I’m not using the tremolo. I have four of them.
-continued-
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TQR:

When you come home do you just put the amp
away and use something else? You have a lot of
amps…

It just depends. I use it a lot here, but I’ll also use the Headstrong. I really like those 6SL7 preamp tubes in the BC Audio
amp. It’s a beautioful compression but it’s also more open
sounding. The way he designed it it just works. For me I keep
the Normal channel on about 2 o’clock and the Bright channel
is on about 10 o’clock. You can’t really get a bad sound out of
the amp and it’s super light. I was able to cut my pedal board
in half because the amp can do it. It really helps when you are
flying inbetween countries because the weight restrictions are
so stringent.
TQR:

So you solved a big problem for Europe, and you
use it here as well?

Yeah.
TQR:

So after spending $39K on amps… You have had
just about everything there is in the boutique and
vintage world…
(Laughing) I
don’t know if it
was that much…
For Delta Moon
a good old
school simple
sound is what
I’m about. I use
a Gibson GA5
and GA20 in the
studio, and Jeff’s
little 8 Ball,

which is a great amp.
TQR:

How many different countries have you used the
Number 8 in?

Germany, Itlay, Switzerland, France, the Netherlands. There are
always guitar players who are interested in what you are using.
TQR:

And they will have never seen it.

Yeah, I don’t think Bruce had any dealers over there. You are
always trying to standout from all the bands that are out there.
I always take at least one Jerry Jones and either a Strat or a
Tele, but I just bought a guitar that may be my favorite. It’s
a Cabronita with TV Jones Filter’trons. It’s kind of a cross
between and Strat and a Tele, and I was looking at Cabronitas
as a result of sitting in your room and playing yours. It’s a
Cabronita Luchador model. I could have lived with the one

pickup model. We were just tracking at Jeff’s this week and I
never picked up another guitar.

BC Audio #10
As described
in the the
manual, Amplifier #10
is a “highly
flexible 50
watt Master
Volume amp
meant to be
played loud
and overdriven hard.” #10 is available as with EL34 power
tubes utilizing 6SL7 preamp tubes. Features include Gain,
Gain Boost w/ Indicator LED, Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume,
Volume Boost w/ Indicator LED, Depth and Presence controls,
Standby and Power Switch. #10 also features a fully tubebuffered Effects Loop w/ True Bypass Switch.
#10 is a formidable performance amp, powerful and rich with
a tactile feel that is absolutely unequalled.This amp offers
the most controls of any BC Audio amp and they are all very
useful. Gain controls the amount of gain, naturally. Gain Boost
controls the amoount of additional gain available from the
dual footswitch. Bass, Mid and Treble controls are all predistortion. Volume acts as a master volume Distortioon can be
achieved at any volume level by setting the Gain high enough
to overdrive the preamp. Volume Boost sets the amount oif
increased volume when using the dual footwitch. Presence
determines the overall brilliance of the amp’s tone and Depth
affects the low frequency response. Higher Depth settings gibe
the amp more low end punch. Some scratchiness when rotating these controls in normal. In terms of power and volume
No. 10 is a real departure for BC Audio, easily twice as loud
and powerful as his smaller amps, but it is so manageable that
you needn’t worry about being forced to use the extra volume.
In this regard it is similar to the less powerful 6V6 amps.

Number 9
Number 9 is a bigger, stripped down version of Clement’s
smaller amps with just Presence, Depth, Boost, Bright Volume and Normal Volume controls. You don’t need any more.
The tone of this amp is swettly overdriven with a wide
variety of intensity levels, yet it never fails to sound just like
your guitar played through a truly great amp. We really can’t
confess to having a favorite – they are both great sounds
that simply vary in their complexity, and like all of Clement’s amps, they bring out the very best in your guitars and
your technique. In this regard Clement’s amps are entirely
unique and completely managaeable for any situation, from
quiet listening rooms to outdoor stages. Simply put, you
-continued-
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guitars
and looks old and worn in a good
way. Does it get any better than this?
No, it doesn’t. You can’t possibly do
better. In fact, this may well be our
favorite electric of all time – more
so than our Le Paul, Strat and Tele.
Stay tuned for our review of Tom
Holmes pickups in the 335. If you
need a new electric, this is one of the
best new old guitars you could possibly own and play, reasonably priced
at below $3,000. Quest forth…TQ

need a BC Audio rig. TQ
				 www.bcaudio.com

GIBSON

Rich Robinson Signature 335

The 335 is one of our favorite guitar designs – our first
electric was a ‘67 Gibson 335, nothing else sounds like them,
and they are an essential ingredient in the guitarist’s palette of
tones. If you don’t own one you really need to…
The Memphis Rich Robinson 335 is an utterly
desirable classic rendered
from poplar/maple ply
with a Bigsby and Gibson’s Burstbucker 1 and 2
humbucking pickups. The
guitar we bought weighs
just 8.5 pounds and it is
every bit as good as any
335 built during any era
of Gibson production. We
particuarly love this guitar
because it neither feels or
looks brand new, as if it
were gently broken in and
ready to play. Of course
there was no Plek machine
in 1960 to dress the frets and nut to precise perfection, so our
guitar feels and plays better than an original ever could. The
neck shape is perfect – a classic full C in the style of a Les
Paul .The cherry finish is a classic, and the streaky and dark
rosewood fingerboard with ‘60s block inlays and medium
jumbo frets is utter perfection – far more forgiving yet precise
than ‘60s technology could allow. Key to the tone of the 335
is the maple center block and fully hollow body – a design
of genius first created in Kalamazoo 1958. Gibson’s designers understood both fluid design, function and tone, and the
335 is a timeless work of art that sounds like no other electric
guitar with an acoustic tone, yet the sustain of a solidbody. Freddie King. BB…
Nothing sounds quite like a 335 does it?
The Rich Robinson model embodies all
the tone of a vintage 335 and the and the
look and feel, too, which makes it the
best 335 they have ever built. Of all the
guitars we have acquired and reviewed
this is hands down one of our all-time
favorites, and the best 335 in terms of
tone, playability and visual mojo that we
have ever played. It’s new, but it feels

The ToneQuest Report Interview–Tom Guerra

“All of the Above”

We first spoke with
Tom Guerra back
in 2007, when he
was getting ready to
release a double album with indie rock
trio Mambo Sons
entitled “Heavy
Days.” Tom first
gained notoriety
by being perhaps the only “non-shred” player discovered
by Shrapnel Records founder Mike Varney, who profiled the
then twentysomething Guerra for Guitar Player magazine.
Like the rest of us, Guerra has spent his entire 30+ year
career making music and searching for tones to make it come
alive, and has amassed a fine collection of vintage guitars
and amps. For the past two decades, he has written about
all things guitar for many fine publications, TQR included,
and has interviewed some of the world’s players as well as
created detailed gear reviews. In late 2014, Tom released his
first solo album “All of the Above,” a collection of tight, hook
laden 3 minute guitar songs representing a catalog of classic
guitar sounds.
TQR:

The last time you spoke with TQR in 2007, you
were getting ready to record a double album with
Mambo Sons. After 15 years and 4 albums, why
did you decide to fly solo?

As you’d imagine, recording and promoting a double album
was a staggering amount of work, and after doing it, one
realizes why nobody does it anymore. But we had 20 good
new songs and wanted to get them out there, and we were
fortunate enough to be on a small indie label owned by a
-continued-
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